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Writing Learning 
Expanded noun phrases 

 
An expanded noun phrase can include a determiner, 
noun, adjective and prepositional phrase.  
 
E.g.  A small butterfly with colourful wings landed on 
the tree.  
 

1. Copy the sentence below. Underline the 
expanded noun phrase.  
 

The small guide dog with the long tail barked at the 
cars as they sped past. 
 
2. Expand each of the following noun phrases 

using an adjective and a prepositional phrase: 
 
the bag 
five books  
that door 
 

3. Write a sentence (or several!) including an 
expanded noun phrase to describe the image 
below.  

 
 

 

Reading Learning 

 

Clockwork 
 

Read pages 24 – 26. Answer the following questions.  
 

1. (pg. 24) What is uncanny about Dr Kalmenius’ 
clockwork figures? 
 

2. (pg. 25) Why do you think there is silence as Dr 
Kalmenius steps inside?  
 

 
3. (pg. 25) ‘a little sledge, with something 

wrapped in canvas’  
What do you think this could be? Explain why 
you think this.  
 

4. (pg. 26) Why is Fritz staring at Dr Kalmenius un 
horror?  
 
 

 



 

 

 

 

Geography learning 
 
How do volcanoes happen? Use the key words to 
complete the sentences.  
 
The Earth is made up of several different layers. 
Underneath the ________ is the 
mantle which is made up of semi-molten rock. 
Sometimes this rock becomes so pressurised that it 
turns into a liquid called _________.  
When the pressure becomes too great, the magma 
escapes through ________ in the crust. These 
vents are volcanoes.  When a volcano _________, 
magma explodes out of the volcano as lava. Toxic gas 
and _______ are also released. Lava runs down the 
volcano and eventually cools and sets as ________ 
rock.  
Some volcanoes are still active which means they 
have erupted in the last 10,000 years. ____________ 
volcanoes have not erupted in the last 10,000 years 
but are expected to erupt some time in the future 
whereas ____________ volcanoes are not expected to 
erupt again. 
 
Magma     crust     ash       vents    solid    erupts 

extinct        dormant 
 

Can you draw and label a diagram of an erupting 
volcano?  

 
 

 

 

Maths Learning 
 

Roman numerals to 1000  
 

The Roman numeral system uses letters to represent words. 
Use the attached poster which shows the Roman numerals to 
help you answer the following questions.  

 
1. Each diagram shows a number in digits, words and 

roman numerals. Copy and complete the diagrams.  

 
 
 

2. Complete the number sequences by adding in the correct 

Roman Numerals  

 
 

3. Write the following Roman numerals in ascending order. 

CMI     CCCXC     DC     CXCIX 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 


